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Abstract 
Heden, O., On the modular n-queen problem, Discrete Mathematics 102 (1992) 155-161. 
Let M(n) denote the maximum number of queens on a modular chessboard such that no two 
attack each other. We prove that if 4 or 6 divides n then M(n) c n - 2 and if gcd(n, 24) = 8 
then M(n) 2 n - 2. We also show that M(24) = 22. 
1. Introduction 
On an ordinary chessboard of size n x at, it 3 4, it is always possible to find n 
queens such that none of the queens attack any other of the queens, see e.g. [l, 
p. 1661. This is not true for the so called modular chessboards, i.e. chessboards 
where the diagonals continue on the other side as shown in Fig. 1. (The concept 
of modular chessboards were introduced by Polya [9].) Polya and Hurwitz proved 
[9, p. 3661 that if and only if gcd(n, 6) = 1 then there are n queens on the modular 
chessboard of size n X n such that no two of the queens attack each other. (This 
has also been proved by Bruen, Hedayat and Federer, Fine, Klove and many 
others, see [2-4, 6, 81. 
We will consider the number M(n), the maximum number of queens on a 
modular chessboard such that no two attack each other. We shall prove the 
following two propositions. 
Proposition 1. If 4 or 6 divides n then M(n) s n - 2. 
Proposition 2. Zf gcd(n, 24) = 8 then M(n) 3 n - 2. Zf gcd(n, 12) = 6 then M(n) 2 
n - 4. 
These results improve the following result of Klove [7]. 
Theorem (Klove). (i) M(n) = n if gcd(n, 6) = 1, 
(ii) M(n) = n - 2 if gcd(n, 6) = 3, 
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Fig. 1. 
(iii) n - 3 s M(n) G n - 1 if gcd(n, 6) = 2, 
(iv) n - 5 S M(n) an-lifgcd(n,6)=6. 
Our results also improve the following result in [5]. 
Theorem. M(n) = n - 1 if gcd(n,12)=2 and n-2~M(n)~n-1 if 
gcd(n, 24) = 4. 
Combining the results above we thus have the following theorem. 
Theorem. (i) M(n) = n if gcd(n, 6) = 1, 
(ii) M(n) = n - 1 if gcd(n, 12) = 2, 
(iii) M(n) = n - 2 if gcd(n, 12) = 3 or 4, 
(iv) n - 4 s M(n) s n - 2 if gcd(n, 12) = 6, 
(v) n - 5 S M(n) s n - 2 if gcd(n, 12) = 12. 
2. Preliminaries 
We consider the modular chessboard of size n x II as the direct product 
ZfnZ X ZJnZ. 
We define the row, columne, diagonal and bidiagonal through the square (x, y) 
to be the following sets respectively: 
{(n, t) I t E ZlnZ), ((6 y) I t E ZlnZ), {(x + t, y + t) ) t E ZlnZ} 
and {(x+t,y-t))t~ZlnZ}. 
A partial solution with q queens to the modular n-queen problem will be q 
queens on the chessboard Z/nZ X Z/nZ such that no two of the queens are in the 
same row, columne, diagonal or bidiagonal. 
In the same way a partial solution to the modular n-doublequeen problem is 
defined. The only difference is that we do not allow three queens in the same 
row, columne, diagonal or bidiagonal. 
The square (x, y) will be colored white if x + y is even and black if x + y is odd. 
We will color the modular chessboard only if n is even. 
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3. Proof of Proposition 1 
(All summations in this proof will be for i E (1, 2, . . . , n - l}.) 
Suppose that there are n - 1 queens on the chessboard Z/nZ x Z/nZ such that 
no two of the queens are on the same row, column, diagonal or bidiagonal and 
such that there is no queen in the first row and the first columne. 
If the queens are in the positions (xi, yi) for i E (1, 2, . . . , n - l} we hence get, 
as xi = 0 and yi = 0, that 
CXi=Cx=n(n-1)/2, z(xi+yi)=n(n-1) and 
C (Xi - yi) = 0. (3.1) 
Let di = (Xi + yi) (mod n) and d,! = (xi - yi) (mod n) where 0 < di <n and 
0 < dl < n. From (3.1) follows that 
CdizO(modn) and c di = 0 (mod n). (3.2) 
All the numbers di, i E { 1, 2, . . . , n - l}, are distinct. Hence C di = n(n - 
1)/2--x for some element x of (1, 2, . . . , n - l}. From (3.2) follows that 
x = n/2. We conclude that di #n/2 for i E {1,2, . . . , n - l}. In the same way we 
prove that df # n/2 for i E { 1, 2, . . . , n - 1). If we let Q denote the sum C i2 we 
thus get 
c d? = c d/2 = Q - n2/4. (3.3) 
Further, as 2 divides n, 
C (d? + d/2) = C [(xi + yi + ein)’ + (xi - yi + ein)‘] = 4Q + 2kn (3.4) 
for some integers ei, ei and k. Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we get 
2Q + n2/2 = -2kn. (35) 
Using the elementary equality Q = (2(n - 1)3 + 3(n - 1)2 + (n - 1))/6 we con- 
clude from (3.5) that 
4n3 - 3n2 + 12kn = -2n. (3.6) 
It follows that -3n = -2 (mod 4) and that 4n2 = -2 (mod 3). We may conclude 
that neither 4 nor 6 divides n. The proposition is proved. 
4. Proof of Proposition 2 
In the proof of Proposition 2 we will use the concept of chains of queens. 
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A diagonal chain of queens is a sequence of queens (Qi, Q2, . . . , Qk) such that 
the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) no three of the queens are on the same diagonal or the same bidiagonal. 
(ii) Qi and Qj+i are for i E (1, 2, . . . , k - l} in either the same diagonal or the 
same bidiagonal. 
In the same way a row-columne chain of queens is defined. 
A chain is said to be closed if Q, = Qk. 
We will consider colorings of the queens in the colors A, B, C and D. A queen 
colored in the color A will be called an A-queen. A queen colored in either the 
color A or the color D will be called an AD-queen. In the same way B-, C-, D-, 
AB-, CD- and Be-queens are defined. 
Most of the diagonals and the bidiagonals are by the border of the chessboard 
divided into two parts. A diagonal chain is said to be well colored if the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) If Qi and Qi+, are on the same part of a diagonal or a bidiaongal then they 
are not both AD-queens or BC-queens. If they are on distinct parts of a diagonal 
or bidiagonal they are both either AD-queens or BC-queens. 
A row-columne chain is said to be well colored if the following two conditions 
hold: 
(ii) If Qi and Qi+, are in the same row then they are not both AB-queens or 
CD-queens. 
(iii) If Qi and Qi+i are in the same columne then they are not both AC-queens 
or BD-queens. 
A partial solution of the modular n-double-queen problem is well colored if the 
queens are colored in such a way that every chain that appears is well colored. 
Lemma 4.1. There is a partial solution with q queens of the modular 2n-queen 
problem if and only if there Ls a well colored partial solution with q queens to the 
modular n-double-queen problem. 
Proof. We will give a one to one correspondance between the queens on the two 
chessboards Z/2nZ X Z/2nZ and ZlnZ X ZlnZ. 
Let Q be a queen in the position (x, y) on the n x n chessboard. If Q is an 
A-queen she will correspond to a queen in the position (x, y) on the 2n x 2n 
chessboard and vice versa. If Q is a B-queen she will correspond to a queen in the 
position (x, y + n). If Q is a C-queen she corresponds to a queen in the position 
(x + n, y) and if Q is a D-queen she will correspond to a queen in the position 
(x + n, y + n). 
Trivial verifications show that by this correspondance a well colored partial 
solution to the modular n-double-queen problem corresponds to a partial solution 
to the modular 2n-queen problem and vice versa. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Any chain that is not closed may be well colored. 
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Proof. Trivial. 0 
(It is easy to find examples of closed chains that cannot be well colored and 
examples of closed chains that can be well colored.) 
For any set S of queens on a chessboard of size II x n we define &(S) and 
Q,(S) to be the following sets of queens on the chessboard Z/2nZ x Z/2nZ: 
D,(S) = {(tiiri, 2Yi) 1 Cxi, Yi) E s> u {C&i + l, 2Y; + l) 1 (Xi, Yi) E S>, 
D,(S) = {(2lci + l, 2Yi) 1 Cxi9 Yi) E s> u {Chi, 2Yi + l> 1 tx;9 Yi) E s>. 
We note that D,(S) consists of queens on white squares and Q,(S) consists of 
queens on black squares. 
Lemma 4.3. If S consists of n queens on a chessboard of size n x n such that no 
two queens are on the same diagonal or bidiagonal then both D,,,(S) and Db(S) will 
constitute closed diagonal chains of 2n queens. 
Proof. We prove that DW(S) will be a closed diagonal chain. The proof that 
D,(S) is a closed diagonal chain is similar. 
Consider two queens (x, y) respectively (x’, y’) of S in neighbor bidiagonals, 
e.g. x + y + 1 =x’ + y’ mod n. The following four queens of D,,,(S) will give a 
partial diagonal chain: 
(2X, 2y)+ (2x + 1, 2y + l)+ (2X’, 2y’)+ (2X’ + 1, 2y’ + 1). 
As any bidiagonal of the chessboard of size n x n is occupied by a queen of S we 
may continue this partial chain until we get back to the starting queen. We will 
thereby successively meet every second bidiagonal with exactly two queens. We 
also note that if there are more then two queens of D,,,(S) on the same diagonal 
then there are at least two queens of S on the same diagonal of the chessboard of 
size 12 X n. q 
Proof of Proposition 2. We first consider the case gcd(n, 24) = 8. Let m = n/4 
and let S and S’ denote the following two subsets of ZlmZ x ZlmZ: 
S = {(x, 2x) 1 x = 0, 1, . . . , m - l}, 
S’= {(x, -1-2x) 1 x =O, 1, . . . , m - l}. 
As 3 does not divide m we note that the set S meets any diagonal and bidiagonal 
in exactly one point. The same will be true for the queens in the set S’. 
Consider the two sets D,(S) and D,(S’). By lemma 4.3 each of these two sets 
constitute closed diagonal chains. Delete the two queens in the row through the 
square (l,O). By Lemma 4.2 these new chains may be well colored. We use the 
colors A and B for the chain Db(S) and the colors C and D for the chain D,(S’). 
Any row of the chessboard Z/2mZ x Z/2mZ contains at most one queen from 
each of the sets D,(S) and D,(S’). Any columne contains at most two queens 
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either from the set &(S) or the set D,(S’). It follows from our choice of colors 
for these two diagonal chains that every row columne chain will be well colored. 
The first part of the proposition now follows from Lemma 4.1. 
Now suppose that gcd(n, 12) = 6 and let m = n/2. 
By the result of Klove [7] there is a partial solution S with m - 2 queens to the 
modular m - queen problem. We may assume that this partial solution has no 
queen on the last row of the chessboard. 
Consider the following two subsets S,,,(S) and S,(S) of the chessboard 
ZJnZ X ZlnZ: 
S,,,(S) = {(x, y) 1 (x, y) E S or (x, y - m) E S and x + y is even}, 
S,(S)={(x+m-l,y)I(x,y)~Sor(~,y-m)~Sandx+yisodd}. 
The elements of S,(S) are on white squares and the elements of S,(S) are on 
black squares. As easily checked the union of these two sets will constitute a 
partial solution with n - 4 queens to the modular n-queen problem. 
The proposition is now proved. 0 
5. Some examples and remarks 
We are convinced that M(n) = n - 2 if 6 divides n but we have been unable to 
prove it. 
In [7] KlGve gave an example, found by a computer, of a partial solution with 
21 queens of the modular 24 queen problem. Without using any computer we 
have found a partial solution with 22 queens to the modular lZdouble-queen 
problem. A well coloring of that solution is shown in the figure below. Hence by 
Lemma 4.1 there is a partial solution to the modular 24-queen problem that 
consists of 22 queens, see also Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
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By this example and by examples of Klove [7], for n = 12 and IZ = 18, the above 
conjecture is verified for II 6 24. 
In [5] we used partial solutions of the modular n-queen problem to produce 
maximal partial spreads of PG(3, q) of the size (q2 + 1)/2 + e where e is a small 
specified integer. The improvements in the construction of Section 4 are however 
too small to produce maximal partial spreads with a smaller e then before. 
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